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Tata McGraw-Hill Education Pvt. Ltd., 2007. Softcover. Condition: New. First edition. Concise and
Authoritative--written by emergency physicians for emergency physicians. Cardiac Emergencies
provides: * Coverage of all common cardiac emergencies, organized for emergency use * Step-by-
step procedures and treatments * Treatment algorithm section for quick reference * At-a-glance
summaries of medications, procedures, and complications * Ready access to diagnostic specifics,
from serum markers to ultrasound to EKGs * Up-to-date recommendations on pharmacologic
events * "Treatment" summary boxes with each disorder * Frequently used drug dosages and
calculations * Evidence-based medicine throughout, with reviews of important clinical trials When
the need is urgent, Cardiac Emergencies is the right choice for information! Table of contents
Published Algorithms Resuscitation Cardiac arrest Cardiogenic shock Basic electrophysiology AMI
and ACS Demographics and Economics Pathophysiology Risk Stratification Diagnostic serum
markers Cardiac ultrasound Diagnostic EKG technology Basic MI therapy Thrombolytics
Antiplatelet agents Combination therapy Invasive therapy Chest pain centers for AMI rule out Stress
testing Future diagnostics: EBCT, MRI EMS prehospital lytics Arrhytmias Ventricular arrhythmias
Atrial arrhythmias Atrial and ventricular blocks Pacemakers and AICD EMS defibrillation Heart
Failure Demographics and economics Pathophysiology and prognosis Diagnosis Treatment OU
management Mechanical and invasive management of heart failure Future diagnostics...
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This book is fantastic. This is certainly for all those who statte there had not been a really worth reading. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Pr of . Da le Fa hey MD-- Pr of . Da le Fa hey MD

Absolutely essential go through publication. This can be for all who statte there was not a worthy of looking at. Its been printed in an remarkably basic way
and it is just right after i finished reading this book through which in fact altered me, modify the way i think.
-- Dr . Ha skell O sinski-- Dr . Ha skell O sinski
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